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Thin-Suspended 2D Heterostructures: Deterministic Transfer and
Tunable Graphene Light Absorption
Israel Gomez Rebollo
We report a deterministic 2D material (2DM) transfer method to assemble any-
stacking-order heterostructures incorporating suspended ultra-thin 2D materials, such
as single (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG). This high-yield and facile transfer
method will enable fabrication of 2DM heterostructures suited for nano-opto-electro-
mechanical (NOEMS) studies, such as optical transducers where a small gate voltage
moves a suspended 2DM to vastly enhance or suppress its exclusive light absorption.
Our transfer procedure is based on a 3 dimensional (3D) nitrocellulose micro-stamp
which can dry pick-up single and naked 2DMs (graphene, MoS
2
, and hBN) directly
from a SiO
2
substrate, and deterministically transfer them on substrates or suspend
them over trenches. Optical and Raman spectroscopy show that no significant defects
and doping is introduced upon transfer, even in suspended SLG and BLG. The
transferred area of ultra-thin 2D crystals ranges up to 600 µm2. The suspension
procedure does not require critical point drying, and transfers ultra-thin 2DM areas
up to 15 µm2 with suspension heights down to 550 nm. Using this fabrication method,
we assembled optical cavities able to accurately tune the Raman scattering intensity
and exclusive light absorption on both on substrate and suspended BLG by factors of
19 and 4 respectively. This deterministic fabrication of heterostructures incorporating
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Major advances in the ability to mechanically transfer, align, and stack 2D materials
(2DMs)[1, 2] to form pristine heterostructures [3, 4], have greatly accelerated
experiments in quantum electron transport [5, 6, 7] and optoelectronics [8, 9], over
the last several years. The wide array of transfer methods now available can assemble
most of the viable vertically-stacked 2D heterostructures, with one major set of
exceptions. There is no flexible (any 2DM, any stacking order) and deterministic
(with alignment) procedure to assemble 2D heterostructures which incorporates
layers of vacuum/air, i.e., suspended, ultra-thin 2DMs. Indeed, previous transfer
methods for heterostructures incorporating suspended 2DMs have either used thick-
suspended 2D crystals [10, 11], non-deterministic transfer of thin-suspended 2DMs
[5], or developed single-purpose custom micro/nanofabrication routes for each device
geometry [4]. The research needs for incorporating suspended 2DMs in precisely
assembled heterostructures are many. Such devices would permit unprecedented
levels of simultaneous control of electronics, mechanics, optics and their interactions
in Nano-opto-electro-mechanical systems (NOEMS) [11, 12]. For example, vacuum
layers o↵er a uniquely di↵erent index of refraction to optimize exciton binding energy
and lifetime in 2DMs [13]. In quantum transport studies of twisted bilayer 2DMs
(twistronics)[14], properly designed suspension would permit one to decouple the
mechanically sensitive bilayers from the substrate’s strain to strain-engineer [15, 16],
their quantum phases [17, 18]. Last but not least, stacking 2D NEMS atop 2D
1
heterostructures to create optical cavities [19, 20, 21], can enhance light-matter
interactions enough to hybridize photonics with NEMS physics [13, 22, 23, 5, 24].
In this thesis we present the development of a 2D material assembly method
able to dry pick-up ultra-thin naked (i.e., not encapsulated) 2DM directly from SiO
2
and transfer them on substrates or trenches using only microliter amounts of mild
solvents (see Figure 1.1). To do so, we use a facile and rapid stamping procedure
which relies on a nitrocellulose micro-stamp (⇠ 200 µm wide) deposited on a glass
slide and a standard micromanipulator stamping instrumentation. It permits the
rapid transfer of thin 2DMs (graphene, MoS
2
, and hBN) with areas up to 600 µm2
without introducing defects, to di↵erent substrates (SiO
2
, hBN, Aluminum) with a
single robust recipe and to align various crystals. The transferred crystals are not
damaged, confirmed via optical and Raman spectroscopy, and can be picked-up and
deposited deterministically with two-µm precision. We demonstrate the assembly
of high-quality 2D hetorostructures, both on substrate, bilayer-graphene/hBN/Al,
and suspended above exfoliated hBN trenches, single and bilayer-graphene/air/SiO
2
,
without any clean-room instrumentation. The suspension procedure does not require
critical point drying, and transfers ultra-thin 2DM with areas up to 15 µm2 and
with suspension heights down to 520 nm. An application of this transfer assembly is
demonstrated by engineering the exclusive light absorption of both on-substrate and
suspended SLG and BLG fabricated optical cavities. Given the exceptional electronic
and mechanical properties of BLG, maximizing its light absorption would improve the
prospects of light harvesting and photo-electric devices [9, 19, 21, 25]. We demonstrate
a quantitative agreement between first principle theory of Raman intensity, and the
underlying exclusive light absorption, and the experimental Raman spectra on several
BLG/hBN/Al and BLG/Air/SiO
2
cavities. We find that the BLG Raman scattering
factor and light absorption can be tuned by factors of 19 and 3.8 respectively in
the supported and suspended heterostructures. We continue this chapter with brief
view of the recent developments in 2D transfer fabrication with a focus on suspended
devices. We also review the necessary graphene optical properties to understand the
first-principles models used in chapter 3. Graphene light absorption and Raman light
scattering.
2
Figure 1.1: Stamping naked and suspended 2D materials. (a) Schematic diagram of
our nitrocellulose-based stamping method. (bottom) SiO
2
/Si substrate. (middle) A
naked 2D crystal adhered to the nitrocellulose micro-stamp. (top) The nitrocellulose
micro-stamp facing downwards held onto a glass slid. (b) Tilted scanning electron
micrograph of suspended BLG on a hexagonal boron nitride trench, suspended area
of approximately 4 µm2 (black dots as guide to the eye)
1.1 Transfer of 2DMs into heterostructures
Fabrication of 2DM heterostructures is achieved by epitaxial growth, a process
which relies on strong chemical bonds and material compatibility. Van der Walls
(vdW) integration of 2DMs into heterostructures has no such limitations [4] and
this stamping method have proven to have great stability [26]. The stacking
of di↵erent 2DMs together can induce structural changes in each other [3] and
understanding these interactions is critical for their manipulation [28]. For instance,
it has been reported that graphite experiences stronger vdW interactions with MoS
2
than with hBN [5]. Our transfer method allows to transfer exfoliated, single and
naked 2DMs directly from a SiO
2
/Si substrate in as little as one hour. Existing
methods use intermediary 2DMs, such as hBN [27, 29, 31, 30, 32] or tungsten
diselenide (WSe
2
) flake [33] to accomplish the direct pick-up, but end up encapsulating
the graphene crystal. Others use the capillary forces of water-based solution on
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to transfer graphene (Gr) and molybdenum disulfide
(MoS
2
) naked crystals [34]. Our simple, fast and reliable stamping method works for
graphene , hBN and MoS
2
. We made 20 on susbstrate devices with a high success
rate of 95%. Most importantly, we can use our fabrication technique to directly
suspend large-area single layer (SLG) and bilayer (BLG) graphene without the use of
any clean room equipment, such as lithography, chemical/physical etching or critical
point drying (CPD).
3
Figure 1.2: Diagram of state-of-the-art vdW-integrated electronic and optoelectronic
devices. (a) 2D/2D encapsulated planar transistor. (b) 2D/2D vdW magnetic
vertical tunnelling junction. (c) 0D/2D photodiode with vdW integration of quantum
dots (blue) on top of graphene (red). (d) 1.5D/2D top-gate FET. (e) 1D/2D
highspeed transistor made of nanowire on top of graphene (red). (f) 2D/0D high-
order superlattice made of quantum dots intercalated with 2D semiconductor. (g)
2D/3D high-e ciency electron tunnelling transistor. (h) 3D/3D vdW integration of
metal contacts to avoid metallization. Figure reproduced from [4].
1.1.1 Why naked and suspended 2DMs?
The goal of fabricating pristine and suspended individual 2DMs is to be able to
gain access to the mechanical properties [35]. Systems that couple optical, electrical
and mechanical properties of 2DMs are under development in many laboratories
around the globe. Such systems allow the control of opto-electronic properties by
mechanical deformations of suspended 2DMs [12, 36, 24]. Most widely-used methods
to suspend 2DMs use a sacrificial layer, such as a lift-o↵-resist (LOR) [37, 39] or
silicon dioxide (SiO
2
) [24, 40]. The 2DM is then clamped by the patterning of
metal contacts and the sacrificial layer is etched ”away” followed by a CPD to avoid
collapse. Other, more complex methods for suspending 2DMs start with the growth






sacrificial layer, the 2DM is grown or stamped on top of
this layer, and finally the sacrificial layer is dissolved to suspend the 2D crystal above
a patterned substrate [41]. Such stamping methods for suspending 2DMs required
several, sometimes complex, steps and have major limitations on the dimensions
of the suspended crystal area and relatively low yields. Our fabrication method is
capable of manipulating single and pristine 2D crystals to directly suspend them over
trenches, with suspension height as low as 550 nm for one-atom-thick crystals. We
made 14 suspended graphene devices; our success rate was 93%. We used atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and tilted scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to characterize our
4
suspended structures. In Figure 1.3a, NOEMS combine electronics, mechanics and
optics. In Figure 1.3b, we show a proposal we conceived based on our 2D transfer
approach, where a 2DM can be mechanically deflected by electrostatic force, allowing
to enhance/suppress the light absorption in the active 2DM. This is possible due to
constructive and destructive light interferences as the thickness of the optical cavity
is modulated.
Figure 1.3: Nano-opto-electromechanical systems. (a) NOEMS combine electronics,
mechanics, and optics. Reproduced from [12]. (b) Schematic diagram of an optical
transducer made of suspended BLG stamped on an hBN trench with Au contacts
and an aluminium reflector at the bottom of the trench. A small gate voltage is
applied to deflect the BLG, this will tune its light absorption by interference e↵ects.
Photocurrent measurements can be done due to source-drain Au contacts.
1.2 Graphene light absorption
Graphene is known for its electronic as well as for its optical and mechanical
properties. Its optical properties and electronic properties are due to its peculiar band
structure that is described in terms of Dirac fermions at the edge of the Brillouin zone
[42, 43]. Graphene is made out of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice; it has
a basis of two atoms per unit cell at a distance of a = 1.42Å. In the first Brillouin zone
(k-space) there are two important points K and K 0, called Dirac points (see Figure
1.4). With this information and the use of the tight-binding model, the electronic
states of monolayer graphene can be obtained. The electronic dispersion relation near
these points has a linear relationship of the form [42],
Ĥ(~k) = h̄v
F
~̂  · ~k (1.1)
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Figure 1.4: Graphene lattice and dispersion relation. (a) Graphene lattice structure.
(b) Dirac points in first Brillouin zone. (c) Electronic dispersion relation at the K
point.
The absorption of electromagnetic radiation in graphene is controlled by interband
and intraband transitions [44] (see Figure 1.5). When light interacts with graphene
it can be reflected (R), absorbed (A) or transmitted (T ). By appying energy
conservation we get the relationship R + A + T = 1. Theoretical models predict
an almost negligible reflection from graphene R
SLG
⇡ 0.1%, an absorption of
A
SLG
⇡ 2.3% and transmission of T
SLG
⇡ 97.6%, which has been experimentally
measured [45, 46]. The Beer-Lambert law states the relationship between incident
light intensity and light intensity at a later stage. It relates the attenuation of light
to the optical properties of the material through which it is travelling. The light




Where the term ↵
abs
(!) is the absorption coe cient that depends on the photon’s
frequency ! (energy), and I
0
is the incident intensity. The light intensity exponentially
decays as a function of both the absorption coe cient and the z position. This
coe cient is related to the complex index of refraction ñ of the material in which the
light is transmitted,
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ñ = n(!) + i(!) (1.3)
Where n(!) and (!) are the real and imaginary parts. The absorption coe cient










is the light speed in vacuum. We only need to know the imaginary
part of the complex index of refraction for a particular photon energy to compute the
transmitted light intensity and is related to the dielectric constant "(!). The square
of the complex index of refraction is [47],




Where  (!) is the conductivity of the material. For solids we have to sum the
contributions from intraband and interband processes. Intraband processes refer to
the electronic conduction by free carriers in conducting materials like metals and
depend on the photon’s energy. These give rise to the complex Drude conductivity
 D, according to classical Drude theory. Interband processes are when an electron
(below the Fermi level) in the valence band is photo-excited to the conduction band
and are described in terms of quantum mechanics (see Figure 1.5). In the case of
graphene there is no band gap because the valence and conduction bands touch at
the Dirac point (K, K’ points). The transition rate is determined by Fermi’s Golden
Rule between the ⇡ (valence band) and ⇡⇤ (conduction band) states [47]. We get a
value for the interband conductivity of  i = e2/4h̄, which is a quantum of conductance
and has no dependence on the photon’s energy [46]. The dielectric constant expressed
in terms of these two conductivity contributions  D and  i is,








We can simplify this expression by dropping the Drude term as the interband
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Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic band structure of undoped (µ
F
= 0) graphene near the
Dirac point demonstrating the interband and intraband dynamics. Only interband
contributions are possible in the visible range of light, figure modified from [44].
We clearly see that  
i
<< ! and by a series expansion of the square root, we
















Where ↵ = e2/h̄c is the fine structure constant. Now we can compute the light







⇡ 1  e ⇡↵ ⇡ ⇡↵ ⇡ 2.3% (1.9)
The fine structure constant ↵ is the parameter that describes the coupling
between light and relativistic electrons; it is normally associated with quantum
electrodynamics rather than condensed matter physics. In Figure 1.6, the
experimental light transmittance of graphene is detailed. In Figure 1.6a, we can
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see the optical image of a graphene crystal suspended on a metal ring placed under
vacuum. This crystal consists of monolayer and bilayer covering two thirds of the
ring (right side). A xenon lamp with wavelength  
laser
between 400 and 800 nm was
used as a light source. In Figure 1.6b, the plot of light transmittance as a function
of wavelength is shown. The light transmission over this range does not change
considerably, as expected from theory. For more than one layer of graphene, the
absorption is linear up to few layers [46]. Given the one-atom-thickness of SLG, it
has strong light absorption, and the lack of a bandgap means no light emission is
possible. However, light scattering occurs in graphene in the form of inelastic Raman
scattering [48, 49].
Figure 1.6: Light transmittance in SLG and BLG. (a) Optical photograph of a metal
ring partially covered by SLG and BLG. The line scan profile shows the intensity of
transmitted white light along the yellow line. (b) Transmittance spectra of single and
bilayer regions of the sample shown in (a). Figure reproduced from [46].
1.3 Graphene Raman light scattering
Raman light scattering in graphene occurs when an incident photon is absorbed by
an electron-hole pair, then a single phonon (G band) or a combination of phonons
(2D band) is emitted. The electron then recombines with the hole with the emission
of a photon of lower energy than the incident one (see Figure 1.7). By conservation
of energy, the scattered photon and phonon energies add up to the incident photon’s
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energy [50, 51]. The photon energy di↵erence is measured to learn about the energy
of the phonon modes and their dynamics [52]. The electronic structure of graphene
is uniquely captured in its Raman spectrum [48, 53, 54]. It is used to determine
the number and orientation of layers, the quality and types of edge, and the e↵ects
of perturbations, such as electric and magnetic fields, strain, doping, disorder and,
importantly for our purposes, the defect density [49, 58, 56]. We use the Raman
spectrum to easily distinguish the di↵erent materials involved in our optical cavities
and to indirectly measure the graphene exclusive light absorption.
Figure 1.7: Graphene light absorption, emission and scattering. (a) An incident
photon with frequency !
L
excites an electron from the valence to the conduction band.
No photon emission occurs in graphene due to the lack of a band gap, the excited
electron thermally relaxes to then recombine with the hole. (b) The photo-excited
electron produces a phonon with frequency ⌦ in its transition to the conduction




As we can see in Figure 1.8 the Raman spectrum of pristine monolayer graphene
features two prominent peaks. One is associated with the longitudinal optical phonon
(LO) mode, occurring around 1580 cm 1 and is called the G peak, and the other is
an especially intense second order Raman feature called the 2D peak at around 2700
cm 1 [50, 57]. The first order G peak involves a zone-center optical phonon at the  
point and the second order 2D peak involves near zone-edge optical phonons at the
K and K 0 points (see 1st Brillouin zone in Figure 1.4b). There is a third peak called
the D peak (around 1340 cm 1) and is related to the presence of defects in the lattice,
such as missing carbon atoms or the introduction of other type of atoms [56].
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Figure 1.8: Raman spectrum of SLG. (a) Raman spectrum featuring three prominent
peaks, the defect-induced D, the first order G and higher order 2D peaks. (b)-(d)




) denote the incoming laser (Raman
scattered) photon energy. (b) The D peak involves one electron-phonon (solid arrow)
scattering (q, !
D
) and one electron-defect (dashed arrow) scattering process. (c)
The G peak is a non-resonant process. (d) The 2D peak involves two phonons with
frequency !
D
and opposite momentum ±q. Figure reproduced from [56].
1.4 Thesis structure
The original research work contained in this thesis is presented in Chapters 2 & 3.
In Chapter 2, we describe in detail our novel transfer process built upon the use of
a highly transparent and soluble micro-stamp made of nitrocellulose polymer. Its
fabrication capabilities, and how it di↵ers from other widely-used state-of-the-art
transfer methods found in literature. We show the fabrication of several on-substrate
and suspended heterostructures made with graphene, hBN, and MoS
2
of di↵erent
dimensions, thickness and geometry. These structures are then characterized using
Raman spectroscopy to demonstrate that no significant defect or doping is introduced
upon transfer, even in ultra-thin 2DM devices. AFM and tilted SEM are used to
directly measure our heterostructures dimensions. We finally summarize in two tables
all 34 fabricated devices, 20 on susbtrate and 14 suspended. We had a fabrication
success rate of 95% and 93%, respectively.
In Chapter 3, we make use of two simple experimental models based on first-
principles to calculate the exclusive light absorption (A
Gr




) of graphene. We wrote a couple pieces of Mathematica
code to implement the models, make predictions and guide our device fabrication.
We detail the experimental results of micro-Raman measurements on various
graphene-based optical cavities; the calibration of our measurements makes sure it
is reproducible and reliable. We show the connection of both models to extract the
exclusive light absorption from Raman intensity data, this works for both wavelengths
(G and 2D peaks) present in our measurements. We present four stamped optical
cavities made of BLG/hBN/Aluminium with varying hBN-spacer thickness, in which
we accomplished an on/o↵ ratio of 19 for the Raman factor that translates into an
on/o↵ ratio of 18 for the exclusive light absorption. We also present one tilted optical
cavity made of BLG/Air/SiO
2
, where we were able to tune the Raman factor by 3.8
and the exclusive absorption by 6.3. Finally, two suspended BLG and one suspended
SLG with di↵erent suspension heights are also measured and modelled, as these are
the basis for the near future continuation of this project.
In chapter 4, we summarize the three major results of this thesis: the all-dry pick-
up of 2DMs directly from SiO
2
and their subsequent suspension over hBN trenches
by our transfer method, as well as the ability to tune the Raman scattering and
exclusive light absorption of graphene in several devices. We present applications
of nano-opto-electro-mechanical systems and a discussion on the near future of this
project. We show the ongoing fabrication of an optical transducer where a small





and Suspended 2DM Transfer
Procedure
In Chapter 1, we briefly presented the challenges encountered in the fabrication of 2D
heterostructures [8, 10, 59]. We made the emphasis on the transfer of suspended 2DMs
in the ultra-thin limit, such as one-atom-thick materials [60]. We also introduced the
necessary theoretical background to understand the interaction of light with graphene.
This chapter describes, in detail, our transfer method and its capabilities to
build NOEMS, among them, optical cavities. We begin with a comparison of the
most widely-used stamping methods reported in literature and how our transfer
method di↵ers from them. A step-by-step demonstration of our nitrocellulose-based
stamping procedure follows, showcasing its fabrication capabilities. Optical cavities
with three distinct device geometries are fabricated with high yield: on-substrate,
fully suspended and hybrid. We show how Raman spectroscopy can assess the quality
of our devices, in terms of defect density, doping and uniformity of the stamped 2DM.
Finally, a table with precise dimensions of all built devices is presented.
Deterministic and dry stamping transfer of any-stacking-order [14, 29, 26] and
suspended ultra-thin 2D materials such as SLG and BLG have been out of reach so
far. A first problem is that dry pick-up of naked (not encapsulated) 2DMs on SiO
2
substrates, permitting easy identification of thin exfoliated 2DMs [61], has not been
possible due to the strong 2DM adhesion to SiO
2
[2]. Secondly, to deterministically
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pick-up and transfer a single 2DM crystal while leaving nearby flakes untouched is
challenging and best done with a three-dimensional micro-stamp [62]. Lastly, the
stamping process of thin-suspended 2DMs requires great finesse to avoid tearing of
the crystal, or collapse of the suspended 2DM due to capillary forces [34].
2.1 Comparing state-of-the-art stamping methods
from literature
One way to transfer thin graphene crystals is to use a mechanical transfer method
by vdW interactions [4] with hBN carrier films. The key aspect of this development
is to provide easily detachable graphene crystals by growing them on Ge substrates.
Due to a weak adhesion to this substrate, graphene can be e↵ectively picked-up and
transferred while being attached to a hBN film (see Figure 2.1). The transferred
crystals are uniform and continuous with low defect density. [29]. This type of
stamping method has its own limitations as it does not allow for the transfer of
suspended nor naked crystals due to their encapsulation with the hBN carrier crystal.
Other carrier films are used depending on the target crystal to be transferred. These
methods fall in the category often called encapsulation.
Figure 2.1: Schematics of the all-dry transfer process of graphene film by van der
Waals interactions: (a) graphene growth on Ge(110), (b) h-BN growth, (c) mechanical
exfoliation of h-BN/graphene hybrid film by thermal-release-tape (TRT), and (d)
transfer of the film. Figure modified from [29].
To avoid encapsulation, we are required to use a material that can pick-up the
2D crystal and release it without leaving residues. A stamping transfer method that
relies on the capillary forces of water-based solution to directly pick-up the crystal
has been reported. The key concept of this technique is the utilization of a thin
liquid film between a PDMS stamp and 2D crystals. The thin liquid film adheres
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strongly to the 2DM and direct pick-up from its substrate is possible. As the liquid
evaporates, the capillary forces holding the 2DM dissapear and release it (see Figure
2.2)[34]. The limitations of this method is the pick-up of several flakes at once, which
complicates the deterministic transfer onto new substrates. This method cannot be
used to suspend crystals due to the impractical, physical removal of the PDMS layer
holding the 2D crystal.
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the capillary-force-assisted transfer procedure. (a)
Condensation of (DI) water on a PDMS film. (b) The PDMS is gently placed aver
the 2D crystals. (c) The PDMS is quickly peeled o↵ from one side. (d) The crystal
is now strongly adhered to the film. (e) The crystal is aligned on its new substrate.
Figure reproduced from [34].
A di↵erent kind of stamping method that facilitates the fabrication of suspended
and naked 2DMs, is called sacrificial layer. The conventional fabrication method for
suspended graphene devices involves the exfoliation of graphene on SiO
2
substrates,
followed by pattering of metal contacts to clamp the crystal. A subsequent wet etching
of the oxide layer takes place in bu↵ered hydro-fluoric acid. The release and suspention
of graphene requires crytical point drying (CPD) [15]. This has device size limitations
and is prone to collapse, making it a low yield method. There is a varied choice of
sacrificial layer materials, which are normally polymers that can be etched or dissolved
[41]. Using a polydimethyl-glutarimide (PMGI) based lift-o↵ resist as the sacrificial
layer instead of the conventional SiO
2
can increase the yield of suspended graphene
devices. This method also requires clamping the graphene crystal with metal contacts
before dissolving the sacrificial layer (see Figure 2.3) [37]. Limitations on the length
of the suspended graphene channel are around 1 µm. There are simpler fabrication
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methods, such as the exfoliation of 2DMs blindly performed on a patterned substrate,
hoping some crystals will be suspended over pre-existing holes/trenches [16]. None
of these methods is deterministic in nature and the characterization of the 2DMs can
only be done once the heterostructure is completely assembled, making it impossible
to compare the crystal quality before and after.
Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of graphene suspension process. (a) Adhesion
of Gr/Cu to PDMS. (b) Etching of the Cu. (c) Deposition of LOR onto SiO
2
/Si
substrate. (d) Attachment of graphene/PDMS to LOR/SiO
2
/Si. (e) Metal contact
deposition. (f) Suspension of graphene. Figure reproduced from [37].
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2.2 Nitrocellulose-based Micro-Stamp Transfer
Method
The stamping method is separated into five stages as shown in Figure 2.4. The
first step consists in the preparation of a nitrocellulose micro-stamp and locating
the desired 2DM crystal to transfer on a SiO
2
substrate. Secondly, the micro-stamp
is then aligned above the 2DM and brought into contact. Later, the 2DM is
picked-up from the SiO
2
substrate by carefully retracting the micro-stamp. The
micro-stamp/2DM assembly is subsequently aligned above the new substrate and
brought into contact. The transfer is completed with a facile microliter-volume
solvent dissolution of the micro-stamp [38]. We summarize the key details of each of
these five stages below, and we briefly describe our stamping apparatus.
Figure 2.4: Step-by-step stamping process optimized for NOEMS assembly. (a)
Locating the crystal to pick-up. Finding graphene crystal through highly transparent
nitrocellulose droplet (b)Pressing the stamp on the crystal directly on a SiO
2
substrate. Making contact only with the desired crystal, and promoting adhesion.
(c) Direct pick-up the 2D crystal from the SiO
2
. (d) Micron-scale alignment of the
naked 2D crystal on a new substrate. (e) Dissolving nitrocellulose stamp with a
microliter droplets of acetone and isopropyl-alcohol, and controlled evaporation of
solvents to favor crystal suspension. Figure inspired from [38].
Figure 2.4a shows a nitrocellulose-based micro-stamp positioned above a 2DM to
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be picked-up. A fresh micro-stamp is prepared before each 2DM transfer, it has a
roughly half-dome shape with x-y-z dimensions of 400-500 µm and its contact area
during tranfer is limited to ⇠ 200 µm x 200 µm. We prepare the micro-stamp by
simply depositing a sub-microliter amount of nitrocellulose-based commercial solution
(Extra LifeTM No Chip Top Coat - Revlon) on a glass slide, and letting it dry
for approximately 6 minutes before making contact with the 2DM. We exfoliated
2DMs such as graphene, MoS
2
, and hBN directly on SiO
2
to produce high-quality 2D
crystals for transfer assembly. The micro-stamp preparation, substrate preparation,
2DM exfoliation procedure, and routine Raman characterization are discussed in the
subsections below. The large BLG crystal visible at the bottom of Figure 2.4 is used
to demonstrate the transfer procedure. In Figure 2.4b the micro-stamp is carefully
aligned with the target crystal and brought into contact. The bottom of Figure 1b
shows a top view through the transparent micro-stamp as it makes contact with the
BLG crystal. The stamp only makes contact with the crystal and the immediate
surrounding area. There is a sudden change in color from blueish to pinkish when
the two make contact due to light interference. A single pressing down movement is
required, to avoid deforming the micro-stamp and induce folding of the crystal [62].
The contact is maintained for ⇠ 15 minutes to promote adhesion. In Figure 2.4c the
micro-stamp is raised to pick-up the 2DM from the substrate. A key parameter to
ensure a defect-free pick-up is to control the raising speed of the micro-stamp. We
found that the nitrocellulose-based stamp acts as a hard surface at higher speeds (500
µm/s is ideal for thin 2DMs) and as a softer one at lower speeds (250 µm/s is ideal
for thick 2DMs). In Figure 2.4d the target substrate or 2D heterostructure is placed
underneath the micro-stamp/2DM assembly and aligned with micron precision. A
representative alignment precision can be readily seen by comparing the contour of
the BLG crystal in Figures 2.4d and 2.4e, and is found to be ⇠ 2 µm. Once the BLG
crystal is aligned atop a hBN/SiO
2
heterostructure, the stamp is lowered to transfer
the BLG on the hBN substrate, which includes a trench on its side allowing suspension
of the BLG. Figure 2.4e shows how after gently pressing the micro-stamp/2DM
against the target substrate, the stamp is controllably dissolved with microliter-
volume acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to cleanly transfer the 2DM. To dissolve
the micro-stamp, a micro-pipette is used to insert acetone in the spacing between the
glass slide anchoring the micro-stamp and the hBN substrate. The acetone rapidly
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dissolves the droplet, which can be easily monitored in real time, and releases the
graphene. Once the droplet is dissolved, we raise the glass slide by ⇠ 150 µm and
use the same pipette to flush with isopropyl alcohol. We repeat this acetone/alcohol
flushing to clean residues of both the micro-stamp and acetone. At this point the 2DM
has been transferred to the substrate/heterostrcuture, but is submerged in an IPA
solution (lower-surface tension than acetone). For transferring suspended crystals,
we control the evaporation rate of IPA to avoid their collapse due to capillary forces.
By raising or lowering the glass slide we can expose more or less of the solution to
the atmosphere and control the evaporation rate (see subsection, Transfer:Solvent
dissolution of micro-stamp). It permits a delicate transfer of suspended 2DMs [38],
such as the suspended BLG region in Figure 2.4e. The complete transfer procedure
can be visualized in the Movie 1 (link in the appendix).
Figure 2.5: Device geometries. (a) Geometry of our stamped fully-supported
heterostructure optical cavities. (B) Geometry of our stamped tilted suspended
NOEMS. (c) Geometry of our stamped fully-suspended NOEMS.
Figures 2.5 a-c show the three main heterostructure geometries we fabricate
and discuss in the rest of this work, (f) BLG/hBN/Al heterostructures (g) tilted-
suspension BLG/air(variable thickness)/SiO2, and (h) full-suspension BLG/air/SiO2.
2.2.1 Stamping Apparatus with x-y-z-✓ Alignment
The stamping setup used is shown in Figure 2.6 below. It consists of a rotating stage
with a vacuum system to hold the substrate in place, a tree-axis micro manipulator
(x, y and z-axis) that holds the glass slide with the micro-stamp (droplet), a long
working distance optical assembly attached to a high resolution CCD camera which
is connected to a monitor for live viewing. This setup is based on previous stamping
techniques, often called deterministic transfer [10] [1] [31] [63]. Most of our micro-
stamp transfer process is all-dry, and only requires micro-liter amounts of mild
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solvents (acetone and IPA) at the end of the process.
Figure 2.6: Stamping apparatus. The substrate with the 2DM-to-be-transferred is
placed on a rotating stage and held by vacuum, while a glass slide with a custom
micro-stamp is attached to the x-y-z manipulator. A long working distance optical




To exfoliate graphene crystals, we start with high quality HOPG graphite flakes (Kish
Graphite B from Covalent Materials Corporation). To exfoliate hBN 2D crystals,
we start with high quality hBN crystals (PT110 Powder CTR from Momentive
Performance Materials). To exfoliate MoS
2
crystals, we start with a Synthetic MoS2
crystal from 2D Semiconductors. Our wafers are made of 500 µm-thick of Si with a 310
nm-thick SiO
2
film on them. We transfer a photolithography-patterned coordinate
grid on these substrate, to easily locate the candidate 2DM crystals to be stamped.
To exfoliate our 2DMs, we first do a coarse mechanical cleavage with a razor blade to
generate the thinnest flake possible. We then place these flakes on a piece of scotch
tape (exfoliation of hBN is done using ”Nitto” tape) where further cleavage is done
by repeated folding the scotch tape [64]. Before transferring the exfoliated 2DM from
the scotch tape to the SiO
2
/Si substrate, we lightly etch the substrate with a dilute




) solution (18:1:1) at 75 C  for
5 minutes, to get rid of any surface residues. This etching minimizes the substrate
contamination and promotes adhesion between 2DM crystals and the oxide. The
substrate is carefully rinsed with DI water, blown dry with nitrogen and baked at 120
C  for 2 minutes to evaporate any water left. The tape containing the 2DM flakes
is gently pressed with a finger on the substrate, and we wait for about 10 minutes
before slowly peeling o↵ the tape (0.1 mm/s) with the help of tweezers.
We locate and characterize the crystals on the substrate with an optical microscope
and Raman spectroscopy. For the successful deterministic transfer of ultra-thin 2DMs
(e.g. SLG, BLG), we found empirically our best results when respecting a lower limit
on the crystal surface area of at least 5 by 5 µm, as well as a upper time limit of
3 days after the exfoliation was performed. We did not identify any upper limit
on the crystal surface area. The scotch tape itself leaves organic residues that need
to be cleaned before the deterministic transfer (see Figure 2.7). The substrate with
exfoliated 2DM is submerged in a warm bath of acetone at 75 C  for 5 minutes, rinsed
with IPA, then with DI water and baked at 120 C  for 2 minutes. The substrate is
then mounted on the vacuum stage of the stamping apparatus (Figure 2.6) and the
lens and camera system is focused on the target crystal.
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Figure 2.7: Exfoliation of graphite. (a) Graphene exfoliated from a graphite crystal.
(b) Schematic illustration of micromechanical cleavage by the so called “Scotch Tape”.
Reproduced from [64].(c) Exfoliated SLG on SiO
2
/Si substrate, organic residues from
the tape adhesive are present in the bottom of the crystal. (d) Graphene crystal with
regions of di↵erent number of layers identified by their color contrast.
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2.2.3 Micro-Stamp Preparation
Previous deterministic transfer methods have used stamps based on materials such as
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [31], thermal release tape (TRP) [36], polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) and polypropylene carbonate (PPC) [14] [65]. Our stamp is made with
a commercially available product (Extra LifeTM No Chip Top Coat - Revlon). The
ideal micro-stamp shape is close to a half-ellipsoid (Fig. 2.8c). The size and shape
of the micro-stamp determine the contact area between the stamp and 2DMs. The
optimal stamp size for our work was around 400 µm x 600 µm x 400 µm, with a
contact area (top of stamp) of approximately 200 µm by 200 µm. To achieve these
micro-stamp dimensions, we first submerge the needle of a 1 mL syringe, into a small
drop of the solution deposited on a glass slide (Fig. 2.8a). By capillary forces a small
drop will stay on needle when pulled away from it. When the needle barely touches
the target clean glass slide, it transfers an even smaller droplet on its surface (Fig.
2.8b) [38]. The resulting micro-stamp is inspected by optical microscopy to make
sure that it has the target shape and size. The narrow apex of the droplet appears
as a bright spot in Fig. 2.8c. This process only takes a few minutes and is very
reproducible.
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Figure 2.8: Nitrocellulose micro-stamp preparation. (a) A sharp needle is submerged
in a drop of nitrocellulose-solution (Extra LifeTM No Chip Top Coat - Revlon),
and then pulled up so that a small droplet remains attached to the needed by
capillary forces. (b) A slight contact of the droplet with the target glass slide leaves
a reproducible micro-stamp. (c) Top-view optical image of a typical micro-stamp,
whose top gives a 200 µm x 200 µm contact area for 2DM pick-up. Inset: Illustration
of the micro-stamp profile.
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2.2.4 Making Contact Between Micro-Stamp and Crystal
The glass slide with the micro-stamp is mounted on the micro-manipulator, the apex
of the stamp is centred 1 mm above the crystal selected for pick-up (the micro-stamp
is highly transparent and acts as a lens due to its ellipsoidal shape). The stamp is left
to dry for 10 ± 3 min. During this time the stamp (droplet) surface hardens. After
that time the stamp is lowered slowly (⇠ 50 µm/s) to contact the selected crystal
for pick-up and its immediate surrounding area (⇠ 4000 µm2). The stamp suddenly
changes in the color (pinkish) when contact is made. The contact must be done on
the first trial, otherwise the micro-stamp deforms and the pick-up process may induce
crystal folding or not work reliably. The stamp-2DM contact is maintained constant
for about 20 ± 5 min. to promote strong adhesion. These parameters are the same
for all of the 2D crystals we transferred: SLG, BLG, FLG, hBN and MoS
2
crystals.
2.2.5 Pick-up of naked crystal
The pick-up speed of the micro-stamp/2DM assembly away from the original
substrate is controlled with the z-axis of the micro-manipulator. The optimal speed
depends on the thickness of the crystal. We found that the nitrocellulose-based stamp
acts as a hard surface at high speeds and as a flexible one at lower speeds [38]. The
vertical pick-up speed for atomically thin crystals (SLG, BLG and few layers) is
around 500 µm/s, while for thicker crystals it is reduced to ⇠ 250 µm/s. The live
view option of the camera allows us to observe when the crystal is completely picked-
up and if the process induces crystal folds. Once the crystal is picked up (Fig. 2.9),
we raise the stamp by an additional 500 µm, and exchange the old SiO
2
substrate
with the new target substrate. In summary, the strong adhesion of our micro-stamp




Figure 2.9: Schematic of the 2DM pick-up process from SiO
2
substrate. A micro-
manipulator holds the glass slide to which the micro-stamp is attached. By raising




2.2.6 Alignment with new substrate
We often use hBN as the target substrate for transfer, but also used successfully
SiO
2
, graphene, or Aluminium as target substrates. Exfoliated hBN crystals on
SiO
2
substrates often exhibit ”U” shape edges which can be used as a naturally
occurring trenches ideal for transferring suspended 2DMs. We first characterize hBN
or any other substrates via AFM (thickness, shape, flatness). Then, we place the
target substrate on the stamping stage, focus the optical assembly on the substrate.
We mark (trace) the substrate crystal (e.g. hBN) contour on the video screen for
future reference. The 2DM-substrate alignment is done in successive steps. First, the
micro-stamp is centered and positioned about 0.5 mm above the target substrate, the
substrate is aligned as desired relative to the 2D crystal orientation on the micro-
stamp. In a second stage, we focus the image right above the substrate and lower
progressively the 2D crystal at about 20 µm/s until both substrate and 2D crystal are
clearly visible in focus. A final alignment correction is done before bringing them into
gentle contact at about 5 µm/s. We stop lowering the micro-stamp when it contacts
the target substrate (or target heterostructure). We ensure that the micro-stamp is
not pressed hard enough to deform and touch beyond the immediate surroundings of
the 2DM.
2.2.7 Transfer: Solvent Dissolution of Mircro-Stamp
A clean micro-pipette is used to inject one drop of acetone (500 µL) in the spacing
between the micro-stamp and the substrate (Fig. 2.10a). The acetone rapidly
dissolves the stamp (this can be monitored in real time on the screen) and releases the
2D crystal. Once the droplet has been dissolved, we raise the glass slide by 500 µm
and do a local rinsing with IPA using the same micro-pipette. We repeat a couple of
times the rinsing with IPA to completely flush the acetone and polymer residues (Fig.
2.10b). At this point the 2D crystal has been transferred on the new substrate and is
submerged in the IPA solution (Fig. 2.10c). To transfer suspended crystals, we need
to control the evaporation rate of IPA to avoid their collapse due to capillary forces.
The evaporation rate is easily tuned by raising or lowering the glass slide to tailor
the exposure of the IPA solution to the atmosphere (Fig. 2.10d). This procedure
removes the need for critical point drying of our suspended 2D heterostructures when
the height of suspension is above 500 nm. It enables the stamping of defect-free
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suspended crystals with a simple table-top apparatus.
Figure 2.10: Transfer: Solvent dissolving of micro-stamp to free up the 2D crystal.
(a) A micro-pipette is used to introduce a drop of acetone. (b) The acetone starts to
dissolve the stamp and the 2D crystal is freed up, a couple of IPA drops are injected
to flush the acetone and polymer residues. (c) The stamp is completely dissolved,
and fast evaporation of the solvent starts to occur. (d) By the lowering of the glass
slide we decrease the rate of evaporation, minimizing the risk of crystal collapse.
2.3 Dry Pick-up directly from SiO2 and any-
stacking-order 2DM transfer
In Figure 2.11, we present high-quality and large area 2D heterostructures including
graphene, hBN, and MoS
2
assembled following the procedures in Figure 2.4. The
optical images showcase the ability to dry pick-up of naked and large area 2DMs from
SiO
2
, and deterministically transfer them into any-stacking-order heterostructures.
Both the optical and Raman data presented confirm a low-defect density in the
transferred crystals. To assemble the heterostructures visible in Figures 2.11a,c,e,
we first evaporated a 50nm-thick film of Aluminum (highly reflector material) on a
SiO
2
/Si wafer, which will act as the back-plane mirror of an optical cavity as discussed
later in chapter 3. The next step was to deterministically transfer thick (⇠ 400 nm)
and large area hBN crystals (up to ⇠ 1000 m2) which will act as substrates for the
ultra-thin crystals, and define the thickness of the optical cavity heterostructures. We
then deterministically selected and picked-up large area 2DM crystals from a SiO2
substrate, as visible in the Figures 2.11a,d,g. These large area crystals (few hundred
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µm2) include ultra-thin regions such as SLG, BLG, few-layer graphene (FLG), and
few-nm thick MoS
2
. We note that the entire area of these large target crystals was
transferred without tearing or folding, and very few small bubbles are visible in
the transferred crystals. Out of the 21 on-substrate heterostructure assemblies we
attempted, 20 were successful as shown in Figure 2.11.
The Raman data shown in Figure 2.11c,f,i were taken at the red-marker locations
shown in the corresponding optical images (before label refers to the inset optical
images, after label refers to the main panel optical images). We remark that, as
expected, the relative height of the Raman peaks, such as the G and 2D peaks in
graphene, are a↵ected after the assembly of the optical cavity heterostructures. The
ratio between the G and 2D peaks also changes and is dependent on the device
geometry [49]. However we can readily see that the width of the Raman resonances
are the same before and after transfer of the ultra-thin crystals, moreover there is
a neglible D-peak in the graphene spectra, indicating that no major microscopic
disorder was introduced during the stamping [56, 57, 34, 75].
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Figure 2.11: On substrate devices with di↵erent 2DM and thickness. (a) Optical
image of SLG crystal before and (b) after stamping, red dot is the location of the
Raman scan. Insets: Illustrations of device profile. (c) Raman spectrum before
(black) and after (red). (d) Optical image of BLG crystal before and (e) after
stamping. (f) Raman spectrum before and after. (g) Optical image of MoS
2
crystal
before and (h) after stamping. Insets: Illustrations of device profile. (i) Raman
spectrum before and after.
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Figures 2.12a-b display how we can not only align 2DM atop of each other but
also controllably position two 2DMs at relative x-y positions. Two separate transfer
procedures were used to pick-up two hBN crystals (inset of Figure 2.12a) from SiO
2
substrates and transfer them both to another SiO
2
substrate to fabricate a narrow
hBN trench, as shown in Figure 2.12a. The details of the trench are shown in
Figure 2.12b, and the quality of the both the rotational (one degree precision) and
translational (one micro precision) alignment are clearly visible. Such trenches can
be used for subsequent NOEMS assembly by stamping a 2DM on top of the trench
as we will see next.
Figure 2.12: Alignment precision. (a) Two relatively large-area hBN crystals brought
together by our deterministic transfer process to form a micro-cavity. Inset: hBN
crystals on their former substrates. (b) Zoom in the cavity region, its length is 3.5
µm. Inset: Diagram of device.
2.4 Facile Stamping of Ultra-thin Suspended
2DMs
Devices of tilted geometry are a hybrid where both sides of a BLG crystal are
supported at di↵erent heights while the middle part is suspended. In Figures 2.13a,b
we show top view optical images of two such devices, where we find four distinct
regions. In Region I, the BLG crystal is supported on a SiO
2
substrate, in region
II it is suspended (varying air-spacer thickness), in region III it is fully suspended
(approximately constant) ,and in region IV it is supported on a hBN/SiO
2
substrate.
The stability of such devices is short-lived as the distance between the 2D crystal and
SiO
2
substrate decreases until it reaches a configuration where most of the crystal is
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collapsed. This can be seen in Figures 2.13b-c, in Fig. 2.13b the suspended crystal
area (regions II and III) is greater than the crystal area supported on SiO
2
(region
I). In Fig. 2.13c we show the AFM of the same device a couple days later, region
I (black) now covers most of the cavity. A measurement of the crystal suspension
height is shown in Fig. 2.13d, it varies continuously from 0 to ⇠ 360 nm.
Figure 2.13: Tilted BLG devices. (a) Optical image of a tilted BLG with varying
air-spacer thickness from 0 to 160 nm. Inset: Illustration of the device profile. (b)
Optical image of a tilted BLG with varying air-spacer thickness from 0 to 370 nm.
(c) AFM image of (b) with traces in dotted red lines. (d) Plot of BLG suspension
height as a function of AFM trace position. Both devices have four distinct regions,
I and IV on substrate and II and III suspended. Device in (b)-(d) taken from [38]
Figure 2.14 shows three examples of thin-suspended graphene heterostructures
assembled following the procedure in Figure 2.4. The optical and Raman data
show these thin-suspended 2DMs were transferred without tearing, folding or the
introduction of microscopic disorder, precisely aligned, are suspended in close
proximity above a substrate (down to 550 nm) without critical point drying, and have
suspended areas up to ⇠ 15 µm2. Figure 2.14a shows a top view of a FLG/air/SiO
2
structure (right inset: side-view diagram) resulting from the transfer of large area FLG
flake (left inset) atop of large hBN exfoliated crystal with a U-shaped cavity. Such
cavities naturally occur during hBN exfoliation and o↵er lithography-free trenches
for graphene suspension. Figure 2.14b shows the Raman data acquired at the same
location (red marker) on the FLG crystal before and after suspension. While the
relative height of the Raman resonances changes before/after due to the interferences
from the underlying heterostructure, as discussed before, the width of the resonances
remain the same and no D-peak is visible after suspension. Figure 2.14c shows a
top view of a transferred BLG/air/SiO
2
structure, resulting from the suspension of
a large area BLG crystal (inset). Figure 2.14d presents the Raman data recorded
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(red marker) after the suspension, showing negligible D peak. Similarly Figure 2.14e
shows a top view optical image of suspended SLG/air/SiO
2
heterostructure and the
inset shows the same crystal on SiO
2
. Figure 2.14f presents the Raman data recorded
(red marker) after the SLG suspension, showing negligible D peak. All ratios between
the D and G peaks are much less than 1 in our fabricated heterostructures, defected
graphene samples have a ratio close or greater than 1 [56].
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Figure 2.14: Graphene-based suspended heterostructures. Optical images of freely
suspended (a) FLG (Right inset: Side view diagram), (c) BLG and (e) SLG crystals
over a hBN trench. Left insets: Same 2D crystals before suspension. (b),(d),(f)
Raman data acquired in the location of the red marker, showing negligible defect-
related D peak. All devices taken from [38]
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Figure 2.15a shows an AFM image of a suspended SLG/air/SiO
2
heterostructure,
confirming a uniform suspension of the SLG and the red trace in the bottom left is an
AFM data trace showing the height of the crystal suspension around 550 nm. This
low and uniform suspension height is an important figure of merit for the fabrication
of NEMS and NOEMS, since this height controls the electrostatic gating e↵ectiveness
of the suspended graphene [66]. Figure 2.15b shows a SEM image with an inclination
angle of ⇠ 70  of a suspended BLG. The top right inset shows the integrated area
(number of scattering events) under the G-peak as a function of laser power on the
suspended BLG. The linear relationship confirms that the suspended crystal does
not significantly heat up at the modest laser power ( 6 mW/µm2) we used for our
Raman data acquisitions.
Figure 2.15: Fully suspended SLG and BLG NOEMS. (a) AFM image (tapping mode)
of a freely and uniform suspended SLG over a 4 µm long hBN trench, device taken
from [38]. (b) Tilted SEM image of a suspended BLG crystal. Inset: Integrated
Raman scattering intensity of the G peak, taken at the location of the red marker in
the suspended BLG.
Out of the 15 suspended heterostructure assemblies we attempted, 14 were
successful as those shown in Figure 2.14, and more details are provided in the
next section. This deterministic, facile, and flexible suspended heterostructure
fabrication can facilitate the development of many NEMS and NOEMS applications
in optoelectronics, twistronics. We demonstrate a first use of this fabrication route to
assemble heterostructures able to widely increase or suppress how much visible light
energy is absorbed (i.e. light-matter interactions) in BLG.
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2.5 Results of our Deterministic Transfer Method
In Figure 2.14, we describe the capabilities of our method to transfer naked (not
encapsulated) 2DM crystals with direct dry pick-up from SiO
2
. We created on-
substrate heterostructures with deterministic and precise alignment of large 2D
crystals. Below, we present in Table 2.1 a detailed list of our 21 attempts at
transferring 2DM crystals from a substrate to another substrate following the exact
recipe presented in section 2.2 and Figure 2.4 of this chapter. For each device listed
in Table 2.1, we acquired high quality optical images of the 2DM before and after the
transfer as shown in Figure 2.16 for two large area 2DM crystals. These optical
images were used to extract the surface area of the crystals listed in Table 2.1,
and to verify that no significant macroscopic damage (tearing, folding, and bubbles)
was introduced during the transfer. Before and after the transfer we also acquired
multiple Raman scans (along the red lines in Figure 2.16) and AFM (tapping mode)
images of the devices. The comparison of the Raman spectra (Figure 2.11) before
and after transfer confirmed that no microscopic disorder was introduced during the
transfer. The alignment accuracy of the deterministic transfer was down to two µm
when great care was taken. We successfully transferred all of the materials we tried,
and which include various thicknesses of graphene (SLG, BLG, TLG, FLG), MoS
2
,
and hBN. Table 2.1 also details the thickness of the materials transferred and the
final heterostructures created. The transfer procedure was very reproducible and its
success rate was very high. Out of the 21 attempts, there was only 1 failure (no
transfer) and 2 partial successes (partial tearing of the crystal), and 18 completely
successful transfers. In terms of producing the desired planar heterostructures, we
thus find the success rate to be around 95%.
Figure 2.16: Large area BLG crystals before and after transfer. Raman scan in red
lines. (a),(c) BLG before transfer, supported on a SiO
2
susbtrate. (b),(d) BLG after
transfer, supported on a hBN/Aluminium substrate
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Device Pre-area (µm2) Post-area (µm2) Material Structure
SA1 15 15 SLG SLG/hBN/Al
SA2 25 25 SLG SLG/hBN/Al
BA1 140 140 BLG BLG/hBN/Al
BA2 50 25 BLG BLG/hBN/Al
BA3 60 15 BLG BLG/hBN/Al
BA4 190 190 BLG BLG/hBN/Al
BA5 20 20 BLG BLG/hBN/Al
BA6 40 40 BLG BLG/hBN/Al
BAX 90 0 BLG Failed
TA1 350 350 TLG TLG/hBN/SiO
2
FA1 50 50 FLG FLG/hBN/SiO
2
FA2 360 360 FLG FLG/hBN/SiO
2
FA3 670 670 FLG FLG/hBN/SiO
2












BNA1 1150 1150 110nm hBN hBN/SiO
2
BNA2 580 580 610nm hBN hBN/SiO
2
BNA3 450 450 960nm hBN hBN/SiO
2
BNA4 550 550 1250nm hBN hBN/SiO
2
BNA5 290 290 1500nm hBN hBN/SiO
2
Table 2.1: List of on-substrate devices. Device means device name. Pre-area and
Post-area are the crystal area before and after tranfer. Material is the 2DM and its
thickness. Structure is the final heterostructure composition. Devices SA1-2, BA1-4,
MoA1 and BNA1 are shown in this thesis.
In Figure 2.14 of this chapter, we describe the capabilities of our method to
transfer suspended ultra-thin 2DM crystals on hBN trenches with alignment, and
without any need for critical points drying. We created suspended SLG, BLG, and
FLG suspended heterostructures with various suspensions heights, including some
structures with a variable (tiltled) suspension height as shown in Figure 2.13. Below,
we present in Table 2.2 a detailed list of our 15 attempts at transferring 2DM crystals
from SiO
2
substrates to hBN trenches for suspension. We followed the exact recipe
presented in Section 2.2 and Figure 2.4 of this chapter. For each device listed in
Table 2.2, we acquired high quality optical images of the 2DM before and after the
transfer, as well as SEM images after suspension, as shown in Figure 2.15b for a
suspended BLG heterostructure, with a uniform suspension height. Figures 2.13a,b
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show two devices with a titled-suspension geometry to achieve a continuous variation
of its suspension height. These images, and others, were used to extract the surface
area of the crystals listed in Table 2.2, and to verify that no significant macroscopic
damage (tearing, folding, and bubbles) was introduced during the transfer. All the
suspended heterostructures created were stacked as graphene/air/SiO
2
. In order to
determine the suspension height of graphene, and the absence of wrinkles introduced
during transfer, we used tilted-SEM imaging and AFM imaging (tipping mode) after
suspension, as shown in Figure 2.17. It showed uniform suspension height (except in
the tilted devices), and this suspension height was further confirmed by the Raman
spectra vs. position presented later in Chapter 4. These measurements of the Raman
factor are highly sensitive to the suspension height of the graphene [67].
Figure 2.17: Transferred suspended trilayer graphene heterostructure. (a) Tilted-
SEM image showing a uniform and wrinkle-free suspension. Inset: diagram of the
heterostructure geometry. (b) AFM image of the same suspended trilayer-graphene
device. The inset shows the line cuts along the dashed red lines, and a uniform
suspension height.
The transfer procedure was very reproducible and its success rate was very high.
Out of the 15 attempts, there was only 1 failure (transferred, but no suspension)
and 14 completely successful transfers. In terms of producing the desired suspended
heterostructures, we thus find the success rate to be around 93%.
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Dev. Pre-area (µm2) Susp-area (µm2) Supp-area (µm2) Mat. Height (nm)
SC1 90 8 82 SLG 550
SC2 210 12 198 SLG 520
BC1 620 4 616 BLG 1340
BC2 250 12 238 BLG 1150
BB1 370 9 361 BLG 360 (tilted)
BB2 600 12 588 BLG 160 (tilted)
TC1 170 6 164 TLG 570
TC2 110 15 95 TLG 1050
FCX 650 0 650 FLG Failed
FC1 100 8 92 FLG 1300
FC2 140 8 132 FLG 1900
FC3 160 7 153 FLG 1100
FC4 190 3 187 FLG 900
FC5 100 6 94 FLG 1350
FC6 70 7 63 FLG 340
Table 2.2: List of suspended devices. Dev. means device name. Pre-area is the
crystal area before tranfer. Susp-area is the suspended and Supp.area is the on-
substrate crystal area after transfer. Mat. means material, e.g. SLG, BLG. Height
is the crystal suspension height. Devices SC1-2, BC1-2, BB1-2, TC1 and FC2 are
shown in this thesis. Devices SC1, BC1 and FC2 taken from [38].
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Chapter 3
Tuning of Graphene’s Raman
Factor and Light Absorption
The necessary theory, a detailed description of our stamping transfer process
and the fabricated 2DM heterostructures were presented in the previous chapters.
We discussed the two main optical processes involved; Raman scattering and its
underlying light absorption [53, 47, 49]. These two are the basis for the theoretical
models used in this chapter to describe the optical measurements performed on the
fabricated graphene-based optical cavities. This chapter reports the ability to tune
the graphene exclusive light absorption via the manipulation of its Raman scattering
intensity in several stamped devices. Two models based on first-principles calculations
are used to explain our results. We detail the instrumentation and calibration process
used to perform our optical microscopy measurements. The procedure to extract the
BLG exclusive absorption from Raman scattering intensity follows. Finally we report
the tuning of the BLG Raman scattering intensity by a factor of up to 19 and the
exclusive light absorption by a factor up to 18.
Developing 2DMs for optoelectronics applications [8] or exploring 2D light- matter
interactions [12] requires increasing the very small bare light absorption in ultra-
thin 2DMs [24]. Planar 2D heterostructures can act as optical interferometric
cavities to greatly enhance light absorption and Raman scattering in 2DMs, including
graphene [21, 67, 7, 19] and 2D transition metal dichalcogenides [20]. While previous
work focused on maximizing absoprtion of the infrared range [21, 68], and on-
substrate 2DMs, we focus on both on visible light and on suspended BLG. We
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demonstrate that quantitative light absorption enhancement is feasible in suspended
2D heterostructures, and could lead to high on-o↵ ratio light-absorption transducers.
This will open up opportunities to generate strong light-matter interactions in 2D
NEMS [19], and specifically for BLG and twistronics [7] NOEMS.
3.1 Modeling Raman Factor and Exclusive Light
Absorption in Graphene Heterostructures
There is a strong interest in enhancing the light absorption of graphene [21] and 2D
TMDs [19] to optimize their great potential for light harvesting applications [69], and
also to develop new tools for NOEMS research [12]. The Raman scattering intensity
in an isolated 2D crystal is linearly proportional to light absorption since only a
tiny fraction of photons undergo Raman scattering [49]. Both the light absorption
and Raman scattering intensity in planar heterostructures can be enhanced via
constructive and destructive interferences (see Figure 3.1) at the interfaces between
the various 2D layers [77]. Here we develop a quantitative model based on Fresnel’s
equations for the Raman Factor F
2DM
and exclusive light absorption in a 2DM A
2DM
.
Figure 3.1: Interference in BLG heterostructure. (a) Optical image of device BB1
with three distinct regions labeled I, II and III. Inset: diagram of the heterostructure
geometry. (b) Raman spectra acquired at the numbered circles location in the optical
picture.
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3.1.1 Exclusive Light Absorption
Our heterostructures function as optical cavities with multiple layers, and have
dimensions comparable to the incident light wavelength (  = 532 nm). Interference







. Our simple theoretical models are based on
Fresnel’s equations (derivation in appendix)[70]. The exclusive light absorption model
predicts an absorption of about 2.3% for a SLG (4.6% BLG) surrounded by vacuum
in the EM visible range, this is what the theory based on solid state concepts predicts








When light strikes the interface between a medium with refractive index n
1
and
a second medium with refractive index n
2
, both reflection and refraction of the light
may occur (Fig. 3.2). The Fresnel equations describe the ratios of the reflected and
transmitted electric fields to the incident electric field (the wave magnetic fields can
also be related using similar coe cients). Since these are complex ratios, they describe
not only the relative amplitude, but phase shifts between the waves. The equations
assume the interface between the media is flat and that the media are homogeneous
and isotropic. The incident light is assumed to be a plane wave, which is su cient to
solve any problem since any incident light field can be decomposed into plane waves
and polarizations. Fresnel’s coe cients for reflection and transmission are ri,j and
ti,j, the subscripts are numerical and represent the two media at the interface. At
normal light incidence and for both p- (E-field parallel to the incident plane) and





































is the complex index of refraction of medium i h
i
is the medium thickness








Total reflection and transmission are defined in terms of the incident, reflected







































Figure 3.2: Important parameters in a 3 media system. Incident light of wavelength
  is transmitted T , reflected R and absorbed A
2DM





reflection (from first interface) and transmission (second interface) coe cients. ei
˜ 1
is the propagator inside medium 1 and h
1
is its thickness.
All indices of refraction depended on the incident light wavelength. The
































We use a recursive method to obtain these coe cients, and therefore, the exclusive








































a recursive way. In order to get the coe cients for a four media system, we simply
plug the coe cients for a three media system (equations 3.8 and 3.9) into equations






















































Figure 3.3: Parameters in a multimedia system. Absorption occurs first in medium
1, reflection occurs at each interface and the overall transmission is equal to the
absorption by the bottom media. No light can transmit in metallic bottom.
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3.1.2 Raman factor
Our light absorption measurements are perform using Raman spectroscopy. Our
interest is the exclusive absorption of graphene, where in addition to the interference
due to multiple reflection of the incident light, the multiple reflection of the Raman
scattered light (Raman signal) has to be considered (Fig. 3.4) [71, 73, 72]. The total
enhancement factor of the measured Raman signal (Raman factor) is calculated by
the equation [67],
Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of multiple reflection interference. E
0
is the incident
E-field, Ez is the E-field inside medium 1. ERam is the Raman scattered E-field












Where, the first term F
ab
= ~Ez/ ~E0 is related to the net absorption, the second
F
sc
= ~Eout/ ~ERam to the scattering processes (Fig. 3.4) and N is the normalization
constant. This constant is found for the case of free-standing graphene surrounded
by vacuum, it is the reciprocal number of the intrinsic Raman intensity when no







is the intrinsic Raman intensity [67, 71]. The two optical processes


































Where,  ̃z is the phase shift introduced in the graphene layer where the Raman


































The equations for 4 media are obtained by plugging equations 3.15 and 3.16 into





























































The incident wavelength is used in the net absorption term and the G (2D) related
wavelength is used in the scattering term. The incident light has a wavelength of 532
nm and is scattered, giving rise to the two prominent G and 2D peaks in the graphene
spectrum (Fig. 3.1). The wavelength related to the G peak is 581 nm (1580 cm 1)





























Figure 3.5: Calculated Raman factor and exclusive light absorption for BLG on SiO
2
-
spacer as a function of spacer thickness. (a) Plot of BLG Raman factor (left axis) and




Figure 3.5 is the calculated Raman factor enhancement relative to the free-
standing BLG case (solid lines) and the exclusive light absorption (dashed line).
The solid black curve was obtained in a simple approximation where the Raman
bands (G and 2D) and the incident light are taken to have the same wavelength,
blue corresponds to the G and gold to the 2D related wavelength. Our samples are
made of 310 nm of SiO
2
(measured by reflectometry) and we get a Raman factor of
1.48 and 1.53 for the G and 2D peaks respectively, which correspond to an exclusive
light absorption of 4.25%. These Raman factors are directly related to the integrated
Raman intensity, the area under the G and 2D peak (derivation of both theoretical
models in appendix).
3.1.3 Fit of G and 2D Peaks to Get Integrated Raman
Intensity
The calculated Raman factor for the G and 2D peaks correspond to their integrated
Raman intensity, the area under the curves. In order to extract this number,
we perform a fit of the experimental curves using a single Lorentzian (G) and a
combination of four Lorentzian functions (2D). In figure 3.6 we show the raw data,
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fit curves and extracted integrated Raman intensity.
Figure 3.6: Curve fit to extract the integrated Raman intensity of BLG on 310 nm of
SiO
2
. Open black circles are raw data and red curve is the fit for (a) G and (b) 2D
peak.


















is the o↵set, x
0
is the G peak position, A is the amplitude, FWHM is
the full-wave-half-maximum and m is the slope of the curve.
























































is the o↵set, x
0
is the 2D peak position, A is
the amplitude of first, B second, C third, D forth Lorentzian, FWHMa,b,c,d is the
full-wave-half-maximum and xa,b,c,d is the position of the respective function, and m
is the slope of the curve. We finally remove the background o↵set and slope, i.e. set
y
0
and m equal to zero. This eliminates the background (not graphene) signal, as we
integrate over the range shown in Figure 3.6. Changing the range of integration does
not change the extracted number of counts (Raman intensity).
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3.2 Instrumentation and Calibration
For optical measurements, we use a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer equipped
with a Prior ProScan morotized translation stage (Fig. 3.7), an Innovative Photonic
Solutions 532 nm spectrum stabilized laser source (model I0532SR0050B), and a
Leica DM LM optical microscope. According to specification, the translation stage
has a spatial precision of 0.05µm for in-plane XY directions. Our laser spot has a
Gaussian distribution when focused onto the sample, and its width depends on the
objective used. For our 50x and 100x objectives, our spot is elliptical with FWHM
between 336 nm and 432 nm. Renishaw’s WiRE software controls the translation
stage and has many customizable acquisition options, including acquisition time laser
power, mapping dimensions, automatic laser focusing, and more. The holographic
filters fulfill the same function as a dichroic mirror, directing the excitation laser
beam toward the sample, and allowing the scattered light to pass through it toward
the di↵raction grating and CCD camera (figure 3.8) [87].
Figure 3.7: Raman spectrometer apparatus. A laser with wavelength 532 nm is
normally incident on our sample held on a motorized stage. Raman scattered light
is collected by the detector around the objective. Inset: Optical image of the laser
spot.
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3.2.1 Laser beam characterization
In order to characterize our laser spot, we focus the laser on the Si substrate with a
100x microscope objective (NA = 0.80), adjust the camera acquisition time such that
the laser spot is clearly visible and not saturated, and then capture the image. Next,
we convert the image to grayscale, where the value of each pixel becomes a measure
of intensity. Once we plot the data in Igor Pro 7, we can then fit the intensity profile
with the 2D Gaussian function:
f(x, y) = Aexp( (a(x  x
0




) + c(y   y
0
)2)) (3.24)































where A is the amplitude,  x,y are the widths along the x and y axes, and ✓ is the





The raw data and resulting fit are shown in figure 3.12, displaying our elliptical
spot. From the narrow and wide cross-sections, we extract FWHMx = 336nm and
FWHMy = 432nm, as shown in figure 4.2 [87].
Figure 3.8: Laser spot characterization via Gaussian fit. (a) Shows an image of
measured laser spot intensity reflected from the Si/SiO2 substrate through a 100x
microscope objective. (b) Shows a 2D gaussian fit of the laser spot image. Our spot
appears to be elliptical with an approximated size of 0.8 um. Figure reproduced from
[87].
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3.2.2 Raman Intensity Focus Test
Figure 3.9 shows Raman measurements on a large area BLG crystal. This crystal is
used to calibrate Raman intensity as a function of laser focus position. Figure 3.9a
shows the position of a Raman scan on the calibration crystal. This Raman scan is
repeated for three di↵erent z-axis positions with respect to the BLG surface. Figure
3.9b schematically illustrates the focus position (z-axis), I is right on the crystal’s
surface (0 nm), II focused 150 nm above it, and III focused 300 nm above it. Figure
3.9c shows that the Raman intensity of the G peak. Black curves were taken at
position I, red ones at position II, and blue ones at III. Top view optical images of
the laser spot are found as insets. Figure 3.9d shows the 2D peak. All intensities
unaltered for this focus position range. This suggests that laser beam cross-sectional
area is the important parameter for Raman intensity in this range.
Figure 3.9: Focus test on calibration BLG crystal. (a) Optical image of the BLG with
Raman line scan in red. (b) Schematic illustration of the focal point position (z-axis)
for three di↵erent positions on and above the BLG surface. (c) Raman scattering
intensity of the G peak for the focal point positions in (b). Insets: Optical images
of laser spot. (d) Raman scattering intensity of the 2D peak. Intensity remains the
same in the three cases.
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3.2.3 Reproducibility of Raman Intensity Measurements
Figure 3.10: Raman intensity of tilted device BB1 in day 1. (a) Top view optical
image of device BB1 with 4 distinct regions labelled I, II, III and IV. Inset: Cross-
sectional diagram. (b),(c) Raw Raman intensity as a function of laser position for G
and 2D peak respectively. (d),(e) Integrated Raman intensity as a function of laser
position for G and 2D peak respectively.
Figure 3.10 shows performed Raman intensity measurements as a function of
laser position in device BB1 (hybrid geometry). This tilted BLG/air(varying)/SiO
2
NOEMS with variable air-spacer thickness is a highly dynamic system. As mentioned
in Chapter 2, there are dynamic interactions of the BLG crystal and its underlying
SiO
2
substrate until it reaches a configuration as that of Figure 3.11a. This device
has four well defined regions: BLG supported on a 310 nm SiO
2
-spacer/silicon
substrate in region I (black circle), suspended BLG on air-spacer of varying thickness
in region II (red), suspended BLG on air-spacer of fairly constant thickness in region
III (blue), and BLG supported on a hBN-spacer with 160 nm thickness in region
IV (gold). Figure 3.10a, shows a top view image of device BB1 (inset is a side
view cartoon) with the Raman scan position in dashed red line. In Figures 3.10b,c,
shows a plot of raw Raman scattering intensity as a function of laser position x
laser
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for both G and 2D peaks respectively. In Figures 3.10d,e, we show the plot of the
integrated Raman intensity (extracted as explained in Section 3.1.3) as a function
of laser position for both peaks. Region II shows strong destructive/constructive
interference, caused by the varying air-spacer thickness. This e↵ect on the Raman
factor will be modelled next.
Figure 3.11: Raman intensity of tilted device BB1 in day 2. (a) Top view optical
image of device BB1 with 4 distinct regions labelled I, II, III and IV. Inset: Cross-
sectional diagram. (b),(c) Raw Raman intensity as a function of laser position for G
and 2D peak respectively. (d),(e) Integrated Raman intensity as a function of laser
position for G and 2D peak respectively.
In Figure 3.11, we show the same tilted NOEMS a day later. In Figure 3.11a
we can clearly see how region I covers a greater area. This is the final configuration
of the device (up to months after fabrication) when it has reached an equilibrium
position. Region II has decreased in size, meaning a faster ramp up between the
BLG completely in contact with SiO
2
and suspended at 160 nm above it. Region III
remains almost the same as well as region IV. In Figures 3.11b,c, we plot the raw
Raman scattering intensity as a function of laser position for both G and 2D peaks
respectively. In Figures 3.11d,e, we show the plot of the integrated Raman intensity
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as a function of laser position for both peaks. We repeat this Raman measurement
several times after(day 3, 30, 80), obtaining the same results. This indicates a robust
Raman measurement process that is reproducible.
3.2.4 Proportionality between measured Raman intensity
and Raman factor
To establish the proportionality between the measured Raman intensity and the
theoretical Raman factor, we use a single heterostructure geometry (air/BLG/310nm-
SiO
2
/Si) as the one in region I of Figure 3.1. We previously calculated a theoretical
Raman factor of 1.48 and 1.53 for the G and 2D peak respectively for such geometry
(Section 3.1.2). In Figure 3.12 we show five such heterostructures with exfoliated
BLG (pristine), Raman data was aquired along the red lines. In Figure 3.12a, a
calibration device is shown. In Figures 3.12b-e, the BLG crystals (before stamping)
for devices BA1-4 are shown. Figures 3.12f,g are plots of the ratio between Raman
intensity and laser power per unit area (µm2) for the G and 2D peaks respectively.
We find a proportionality constant of 5.6 counts*µm2/µW*s for a theoretical Raman
factor of 1.48 (G) and 19.2 counts*µm2/µW*s for a factor of 1.53 (2D). This is then
used to compare to other heterostructure geometries, such as the on-substrate devices
BA1-4 (air/BLG/hBN/Al), tilted BB1 and suspended devices (air/BLG/air/310nm-
SiO
2
/Si). This proportionality applies to our instrumentation parameters (reflection
mode spectrometer, laser power per unit area, laser spot size) as described in previous
sections.
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Figure 3.12: Raman intensity calibration for BLG on 310 nm of SiO
2
. (a) Top
view optical image of a calibration BLG crystal and (b)-(e) four BLG crystals before
stamping. (f),(g) Plot of the ratio between Raman scattering intensity and laser
power per unit area for both G and 2D peaks respectively. Raman data for the
calibration BLG is in red open circles and all others in black ones.
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3.3 Tunable Light Absorption in Stamped 2D
NOEMS
Figure 3.13a is a top view of one of four BLG/hBN/Al heterostructures with various
hBN spacer thicknesses (370,385,435,445 ± 10 nm). The red dashed line shows the
location of the AFM measurement of the hBN thickness displayed at the bottom left
of the panel. Figure 3.13b-c show the measured G and 2D Raman factor (circles)
on each of the 4 BLG/hBN/Al heterostructures and the theoretical model (solid
curve). There is a strong quantitative agreement, and the measured tunability of
the Raman factor for the G-peak is up to 19 folds. This would permit to strongly
enhance the weak Raman signals predicted in many-body phase transitions [52]
without requiring a disruptive increase in laser power. The corresponding underlying
exclusive light absorption in the theoretical model is shown in the inset of Figure 3.13c.
Figure 3.13c shows a top view of tilted-suspended BLG/air(variable thickness)/SiO
2
heterostructure (see the inset and Figure 3.10c for side-view diagram). The labels
I, II, III correspond to the regions where the air-spacer thickness is respectively 0
nm, variable from 0 to 160 nm, and 160 nm thick. Such a structure is an ideal
platform to quantitatively demonstrate the tuning of interferences which enhance or
reduce Raman scattering in the BLG (Raman factor), and the underlying exclusive
light absorption, in BLG as a function of the air-spacer thickness. Figure 3.13e-f
show the Raman factor data (circles) for the G-peak and 2D-peak measured on the
BLG heterostructure in Figure 3.13c. A Raman factor of 1 correspond to the Raman
scattering intensity for an isolated BLG in vacuum, and was carefully calibrated as
described in the Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The solid trace is a first-principle calculation
(equation 3.14, F
Gr
) with no fit parameter based on Fresnel’s equations and the
frequency dependent index of refractions of the media in the heterostructure. We find
robust quantitative agreement between the data and model for both the G and 2D
Raman modes. This strongly support that the underlying exclusive light absorption,
stemming from the same model, of BLG at the 532-nm laser wavelength is modulated
from less than 2% to almost 10% as shown in the inset of Figure 3.13f.
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Figure 3.13: Tunable light absorption in stamped BLG heterostructures. (a) Top
view optical image of stamped BA4 device with position of Raman measurements
in red markers. Bottom left, AFM trace indicating a hBN-spacer thickness of 445
nm. (b) Experimental (coloured circles) and theoretical (solid line) Raman factor of
devices BA1-4, as a function of hBN-spacer thickness for the G and (c) 2D peak.
Inset: BLG exclusive absorption as a function of hBN-spacer thickness. (d) Top view
optical image of tilted device BB1 with location of Raman measurement in red dashed
line and tree distinc regions labelled I, II and III. Bottom left, AFM trace indicating
a hBN-trench thickness of 160 nm. Inset: Cross-sectional diagram. (e) Experimental
(open circles) and theoretical (solid line) Raman factor as a function of air-spacer
varying thickness for the G and (f) 2D peak. Inset: BLG exclusive absorption as a
function of air-spacer varying thickness.
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Figure 3.14a is a top view of one of three suspended Gr/air/SiO
2
heterostructures
(1 SLG and 2 BLG) with various air spacer thicknesses (460,1150,1340 ± 25 nm).
The red dashed line shows the location of the AFM measurement of the air thickness
displayed at the bottom left of the panel. Figure 3.14b-c show the measured G
and 2D Raman factor (circles) on each of the 3 BLG/air/SiO
2
heterostructures
and the theoretical model (solid curve). The quantitative agreement between the
measurement and model confirms that it will be possible to enhance both the Raman
factor and light absorption in transferred suspended SLG and BLG heterostructures.
Simple lithographic deposition of a bottom gate electrode and top electrical contacts
before the stamping of BLG, should permit to gate-control the thickness of the air
space over a 100 nm range and lead to order of magnitude in-situ tunability of light
absorption in BLG and other 2DMs.
Figure 3.14: Tunable light absorption in suspended graphene NOEMS. (a) Top view
optical image of suspende device BC1 with location of Raman measurement (red
marker). Bottom left, AFM trace indicating a hBN-trench thickness of 1150 nm. (b)
Experimental (coloured circles) and theoretical (solid line) Raman factor of devices
BC1-2 (left and bottom axes), SC2 (in red, right and top axes) as a function of crystal
suspension height for the G and (c) 2D peak. Device BC1 taken from [38].
The overall uncertainty in our measured Raman factor is calculated using standard
error propagation analysis [40]. It includes uncertainty due to fluctuations (noise) of




















Table 3.1 summarizes all wavelength dependent indices of refraction [82, 83, 84,
85, 86].
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Material Real part of ñ Imaginary part of part of ñ
BLG (532nm) 2.33 1.3
BLG (581nm) 2.41 1.373
BLG (621nm) 2.47 1.43
Al (532nm) 0.636 5.38
Al (581nm) 0.794 5.88










Si (532nm) 4.14 0.033
Si (581nm) 3.98 0.22
Si (621nm) 3.89 0.017
Table 3.1: List of complex indices of refraction for di↵erent material and wavelength
Among all materials only hBN has an analytical equation for its index of refraction







 2   164.42 (3.27)
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Chapter 4
Summary of Main Results and
Outlook
This chapter summarizes the three main results of this thesis and provides an outlook.
4.1 Main Results
Firstly, our stamping method allows the direct pick-up of naked 2DMs exfoliated on
SiO
2
. This has the great advantage of having an easy and proven way to produce
high quality, relatively large surface area 2D crystals by ”Scotch tape” exfoliation
[64]. We can completely characterize the 2DMs before and after the tranfer to test
the quality of the fabrication process.
Secondly, it is the only existing stamping method to deterministically transfer
suspended SLG and BLG over trenches (see Figure 4.1). As mentioned before, the
fabrication of suspended 2DM-based devices was previously only possible through
several complex steps in a clean room environment. This is a great achievement for
the fast and reliable fabrication of large, suspended ultra-thin 2D crystal NOEMS.
Lastly, we show the ability to tune the Raman scattering intensity and the
exclusive light absorption of BLG in three distinct device geometries (see Figure
4.2). The four stamped BLG optical cavities with hBN-spacer (di↵erent thickness)
and aluminium reflector accomplished the greater on/o↵ tunability, a factor of 19 for
the Raman scattering and 18 for the light absorption. The detailed data set from our
tilted BLG NOEMS device provided a quantitative agreement between the models
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Figure 4.1: Suspended SLG heterostructure. (a) Optical image of suspended SLG
with location of Raman laser (red dot). Inset: Optical image of SLG before transfer.
(b) AFM image of device (a), the red dotted line is the position of the AFM trace
indicating a crystal suspension of 550 nm. (c) Raman spectrum taken at position
indicated in (a).
and measurements, as many data points were acquired along the air-spacer changing
thickness. We showed that we can tune the graphene Raman scattering by 3.7 and
light absorption by a similar amount in three suspended devices (two BLG and one
SLG).
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Figure 4.2: Tuning BLG Raman scattering intensity and light absorption in stamped
BLG optical cavities. (a) Diagram of BLG/hBN/Aluminium devices. (b) Raman
factor F
BLG
of devices BA1-4 as a function of the hBN-spacer thickness for the G
and (c) 2D peak. Inset: BLG exclusive light absorption A
BLG
of devices in (b),(c).
(d) Diagram of tilted BLG device. (e) Raman factor F
BLG
of tilted device BB1 as a






The near future of this project is the fabrication of an optical transducer to achieve
a high on/o↵ ratio in terms of the BLG exclusive light absorption. In figure 4.3a,
we can see a diagram of such a device, where the BLG suspended over an hBN
trench and aluminium also has electrical contacts for transport. This allows for
the BLG to be grounded and for a gate voltage to be applied, which deflects the
crystal, essentially changing the suspension height, which determines the exclusive
light absorption by interference e↵ects. In Figure 4.3b, we show the optical image
of our ingoing fabrication progress of such an optical transducer made with an hBN
trench whose thickness is about 350 nm, an aluminium reflector at the bottom and an
aluminium contact on top of the hBN trench. The trench length is about 3 µm and
the contact is placed a couple of microns from the trench to allow the vdW interations
between graphene and hBN to minimize slipping when deflected by the gate voltage.
In Figure 4.3c, we modeled the BLG exclusive light absorption, using the theory
presented in Chapter 3, as a function of the crystal suspension height. In a study
by D. Metten [73], the relationship between the graphene deflection as a function of
gate voltage for di↵erent trench lengths was reported. Given the dimensions of our
structure, a gate voltage of about 20 Volts is su cient to deflect the BLG by up to
100 nm and this will allows us to tune its light absorption from about 13% to 0%, in
theory. The last steps remaining to complete the fabrication of this optical transducer
are the stamping of BLG and wire bonding the contacts to a chip holder.
Figure 4.3: Optical transducer in progress. (a) Schematics of an optical transducer
where a BLG is deflected by electrostatic means. (b) Optical image of our ongoing
optical transducer. (c) Plot of BLG exclusive absorption as a function of crystal
suspension.
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There are several impactful applications that would benefit from the simpler
assembly of devices using our fabrication method. A fundamental property of
2DMs that needs to be well-characterized is the thermal expansion coe cient.
This parameter is instrumental to the fabrication and thermal management of 2D
heterostructures (see Figure 4.4). This coe cient is di cult to measure and most
studies rely on simulations. A new experimental approach has been reported,




Figure 4.4: Thermal expansion coe cient of monolayer MoS
2
. (a) Diagram of
suspended monolayer MoS
2
over 3 µm long trenches patterned in SiO
2
. Inset: Optical
image of suspended device. (b) Temperature dependence of the Raman peak shift
(y-axis). Inset: (top) A’
1
Raman mode and (bottom) E’ mode. Figure reproduced
from [88]
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In conclusion, we presented a 2D heterostructure transfer assembly method based
on a nitrocellulose micro-stamp which is able to stamp 2DMs (SLG, BLG, FLG, hBN,
MoS2) in any-stacking order and incorporate suspended 2DMs. It was shown to dry
pick-up 2DMs directly from SiO
2
substrates, and transfer them with micron precision
alignment. The full procedure takes under 60 minutes and has a success rate around
95%. It can be used to transfer suspended ultra-thin materials such as monolayer
and bilayer graphene over areas up to 10 µm2 and height as low as 550 nm without
requiring a critical point drying process. No visible Raman disorder, macroscopic
tear or significant bubbles are seen in the transferred crystals. We demonstrate the
assembly of planar heterostructure optical cavities able to broadly tune the Raman
scattering by a factor of up to 19, and underlying light absorption by a similar amount,
in both supported and suspended BLG. Our fabrication method fills a major gap in
previous transfer method by enabling the flexible transfer of suspended 2DMS (any
2DMs, stacking-order, substrate) all the way down to the ultra-thin 2DM limit (SLG,
BLG). We foresee that this fabrication route can create 2D heterostructures suited for
exploring the interplays of nanoscale mechanics, optics, and electronics, for instance
in twisted bilayer graphene [17].
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Appendix




In order to locate graphene on a SiO
2
substrate by an optical microscope, the thickness
of SiO
2
is carefully chosen to increase the contrast between them. This thickness is
in the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of the incident light, therefore,
interference e↵ects must be accounted for. We use a model based on Fresnel’s
equations to determine the exact thickness of SiO
2














) is the intensity of reflected light in the absence of graphene and
I(n
Gr
) is the intensity of reflected light in the presence of graphene [61].
We can see in figure 2.8a the optical images of graphene on SiO
2
of di↵erent
thickness and with di↵erent wavelengths. Under white light is clear that a thickness
of about 300 nm is ideal to be used. In part b we see a color plot of the contrast as
a function of wavelength and thickness. Our wafers are made of 500 µm of Si and
310 nm of SiO
2
and have a photolithography patterned grid for easier location of
candidate crystals to be stamped.
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Figure 4.5: Graphene contrast with background. (a) Graphene crystal on 300 nm
SiO2 imaged with white light, SLG is clearly visible (a). (b) Same crystal under
green light and the trace shows step-like changes in the contrast for 1, 2, and 3
layers. (c) Another graphene sample on 200 nm SiO2 under white light, where even
three layers are indiscernible. Top and bottom panels show the same flakes as in (a)
and (c), respectively, but illuminated through various narrow bandpass filters with a
bandwidth of 10 nm. The flakes were chosen to contain areas of di↵erent thickness
so that one can see changes in graphene’s visibility with increasing numbers of layers.
This proves that the contrast can also be used as a quantitative tool for defining the
number of graphene layers on a given substrate. Figure reproduced from [61].
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hBN Crystal Characterization
Figure 4.6: Complete characterization of hBN trench that works as new substrate.
(a) Titled SEM image (60 degrees) with approximated thickness measurement (white
solid lines), dotted white lines as a guide to the eye. (b) AFM scan image with line
traces (red dotted lines) over the cavity region to measure its thickness. (c) Plot of
hBN thickness as a function of AFM trace position for all traces in (b).
AFM measurement of the hBN-spacer thickness are performed at the region where
the BLG crystals are located to minimized uncertainty (figure 3.15). Device A1 has a
hBN-spacer thickness of 370 nm, A2 of 385 nm, A3 of 435 nm and A4 of 445nm nm.
The error bar on these hBN-spacer thickness is about ± 10 nm, which correspond to
2.7%, 2.6%, 2.3% and 2.2% respectively.
Figure 4.7: AFM measurement of hBN thickness in devices A2-3
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Derivation of Fresnel’s equations
Fresnel’s equations (or Fresnel’s coe cients) describe the reflection and transmission
of electromagnetic radiation when incident on an interface between di↵erent optical
media. They are derived from the boundary conditions of the electric and magnetic
fields [70]:
~E
















1? = ~B2? (4.5)
~E = E
0








The polarization of an electromagnetic wave refers to the direction of the E-
field. For p-polarized light, the E-field is parallel to the plane of incidence while




























































We then define the amplitude reflection coe cient for p and s-polarized light (i,










































































Derivation of recursive method































































e2i 1 , this way we can represent this as an










Replacing back a and z, and using Stokes relationships ri,j =  ri,j and ri,jrj,i  














In the same way we can sum up the transmission coe cient contributions to get
equation 4.19.
We can think of r
12
as an e↵ective reflection coe cient in equation 4.18, therefore







































We can think of t
12
as an e↵ective transmission coe cient in equation 4.19,




































Derivation of transfer matrix method
A transfer matrix method is used to compute the electric fields at di↵erent depths in
multilayer systems. We assume a partial wave propagating as a harmonic plane wave
of the form,




i[~k · ~r   !t]
⌘
(4.16)
Within a medium the x, y and time dependence is the same, therefore, we only
track the z-component. The electric field in each medium is composed of forward (+)
and backward (-) propagating waves,
E = E(+) + E( ) (4.17)







The total matrix S connects the electric field amplitudes above the first interface
and below the last interface,

















































The interface matrix connects the electric fields above and below an interface and
is defined as,




































Figure 4.10: Interface and propagation matrices
















































































Therefore, the interface matrix is,



















































Figure 4.11: Interface matrix























Figure 4.12: Propagation matrix









































































































For 4 media we get the coe cients to be,

















































Derivation of Raman factor
Figure 4.14: Contributing terms
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The Raman interaction happens in the graphene layer. The ratio of the incoming

























e i2 1 and factor it out. By grouping the even and odd terms and
using the relationship 1 + c + c2 + c3 + ... + cn = (1   cn+1/1   c) that is valid for























































The same happens to be true when summing up all components to get the electric



















The ratios Ez/E0 and ER/Eout are the net absorption and Raman scattering
terms. The total enhancement factor of the measured Raman signal is calculated by

















Where N is the normalization constant. This constant is found for the case where
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a monolayer graphene is surrounded by vacuum, this is the intrinsic Raman intensity
when no interference e↵ects are present.
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